
Forms and Plant Equipment

 
elematic.com

Elematic top-notch precast concrete production technology has enabled 
hundreds of thousands of building projects in over 100 countries. Since 
1959, we’ve developed pioneering equipment, offered lifetime services, 
and refined manufacturing processes to exceed the expectations of the 
precast concrete industry

Matt Cherba
262-798-9777

matt.cherba@elematic-inc.com

hamiltonform.com

It’s all we do—since 1967, and only for the precast/prestressed 
concrete industry. Hamilton Form Company built your trust, and 
our reputation, on producing custom steel forms and plant production 
equipment. Would you like to see the innovative structures built using 
our forms? 

Bob Mills
Director of Sales & Marketing

817-590-2111
bobmills@hamiltonform.com

ratec.org

We produce magnetic and nonmagnetic forms and forming systems for 
wall panels and a variety of other precast concrete elements. Whether 
you’re looking for an individual solution or a complete plant design and 
implementation, we are the team that fits your company’s needs.

Tim Reymann 
727-363-7732

treymann@ratec.org

voellermixers.com

Over the past 50+ years, Voeller Mixers has been manufacturing quality 
mixing, batching, and aggregate heating equipment for the concrete 
products industry. Made in the USA—ensuring quality equipment and 
prompt service. Voeller will tailor a complete batching solution to handle 
all your production needs.

Joe Fisher 
National Sales Manager 

262-235-9465 
joe.fisher@voellermixers.com

Precast Design Software

Edge.ptac.com

EDGE® is the software solution that the precast concrete industry 
has been in search of for quite some time. Utilizing the world’s most 
preeminent graphics software, EDGE can be implemented for more 
seamless collaboration across multiple disciplines. More than just 
drafting and design, EDGE platform provides a connected workflow from 
estimating to erection. With EDGEERP, EDGECloud, and EDGECAM, our 
users can optimize all facets of their business.

Jordan Watkins, PE
251-340-2473

jwatkins@ptac.com

Structural Engineering

®

cegengineers.com

CEG is recognized as a leader in precast concrete specialty engineering. 
CEG provides services to precast concrete producers and their 
associations. 

Jeff Carlson
847-255-5200

jeffcarlson@CEGengineers.com

Thin Brick

endicott.com

Endicott thin brick is a perfect fit for any precast concrete job. State-of-
the-art manufacturing techniques allow Endicott thin brick to adhere to 
the tightest PCI tolerances and still provide an outstanding architectural 
color selection. Contact us to learn more.

Dean Schmidt
402-729-3315

dschmidt@endicott.com

metrothinbrick.com

METROBRICK® meets the PCI standards for thin brick. METROBRICK 
offers a wide range of colors, sizes, and finishes. Custom blending is 
available as well as a full line of products—Fast Ship—in stock. When 
thinking brick precast—think METROBRICK.

Dianne Young
330-484-7449

 dyoung@ironrock.com
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